Electrophysiological and morphological characteristics of layer VI pyramidal cells in the cat motor cortex.
1. Intracellular recordings were made from layer VI pyramidal cells in in vitro slice preparations of the cat motor cortex (area 4 gamma). Layer VI pyramidal cells were identified morphologically by intracellular injection of biocytin. 2. Of 22 layer VI pyramidal cells examined, single action potentials were followed by depolarizing afterpotentials (DAP) in 9 cells, but were not followed by DAP in the remaining 13 cells. The amplitude of DAP was 3.4 +/- 1.4 mV (mean +/- SD, n = 9) when measured from the negative peak of fast afterhyperpolarization to the peak of DAP. 3. In response to depolarizing current pulses with a duration of 300-400 ms, pyramidal cells showing DAP displayed a train of action potentials in a phasic-tonic pattern without any appreciable adaptation in the tonic firing, whereas pyramidal cells lacking DAP exhibited a weak adaptation after phasic firing. Anomalous rectification was seen in both pyramidal cells showing DAP and those lacking DAP. 4. Repetitive doublet or triplet spiking was induced in DAP-showing pyramidal cells in response to a depolarizing current pulse after injecting strong depolarizing current pulses of 400 ms duration at 1 Hz for 30-60 s, but was never induced in DAP-lacking pyramidal cells. Doublet/triplet spiking lasted 5-10 min and returned to the original single spiking. An application of CsCl induced a burst firing in DAP-showing pyramidal cells. 5. In the nine pyramidal cells showing DAP, seven cells had shorter apical dendrites that arborized extensively at layer V and terminated in the middle part of layer III. In the 13 pyramidal cells lacking DAP, 11 cells had longer apical dendrites that arborized less frequently and extended into layer II or I. Main axons could be traced into the deep white matter in 17 of the 22 layer VI pyramidal cells examined. 6. Ascending recurrent axon collaterals were more prominent in pyramidal cells with longer apical dendrites than in pyramidal cells with shorter apical dendrites. The terminal bouton-like swelling observed along the recurrent axon collaterals arising from the pyramidal cells with longer apical dendrite were distributed most densely at the level between the bottom part of layer III and the top part of layer V. In contrast, those arising from the pyramidal cells with shorter apical dendrite were distributed mainly at the levels of layers V and VI.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)